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Mercedes rolls out luxury electric car in duel with Tesla
Daimler AG unveiled a battery-powered counterpart to its top Mercedes-Benz luxury sedan
as German carmakers ramp up their challenge
to electric upstart Tesla.
The EQS is the ﬁrst Mercedes-Benz vehicle
to be built on a framework designed from the
start as an electric car, rather than using components from an internal-combustion vehicle.
Mercedes underscored the car’s technological features by equipping it with a sweeping
touchscreen panel that stretches across the
entire front of the car’s interior in place of a
conventional dashboard. Tesla and other car-
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makers are also adding large screens to their
interiors.
The EQS is the sibling to the company’s SClass large internal-combustion sedan, the
luxury brands ﬂagship model that sells for
$110,000 and up. The two cars aim at the same
upper end of the market, though the EQS is set
apart by being build on the company’s electricvehicle architecture, or EVA. Mercedes isn’t
saying yet how much the EQS will cost when it
reaches customers later this year.
Daimler said the vehicle will get 770 kilometers (478 miles) on a full charge under testing

standard used in the European Union. The
company is offering a year’s free charging
through Ionity, a network of highway charging
stations built by a group of major automakers.
German carmakers were slower to develop
all-electric models until tougher environmental
regulations and sales lost to California-based
Tesla pushed them to ramp up their efforts. Volkswagen sold 422,000 electric vehicles last year
and developed the ID.3, a compact it hopes will
win over mass-market buyers, while its Porsche
division has come out with the Taycan sports car.
BMW launched the iX3 electric SUV. (AP)

Treasury reverses a decision made by Trump admin in December

US lifts Vietnam, Switzerland from currency manipulator list
WASHINGTON, April 18, (AP): Vietnam and Switzerland have been removed from the list of nations labeled
by the U.S. as currency manipulators, reversing a decision made by the
Trump administration in December.
In its semi-annual report to Congress
on currency manipulation, the ﬁrst under the Biden administration, the U.S.
Treasury Department said Friday that no
country currently meets the U.S. criteria
as a manipulator. It said, however, that
Vietnam, Switzerland, as well as Taiwan, will be under enhanced monitoring.
At the higher level of scrutiny which
the report called “enhanced engagement,”
Vietnam, Switzerland and now Taiwan
will be subjected to closer review of their
practices as part of laws passed by Congress requiring the administration to call
out nations that are engaging in alleged
currency manipulation to gain unfair trade
advantages over the United States.
The Treasury did not designate
China as a currency manipulator,
something the Trump administration
had done in 2019 during a tense trade
stand-off with the world’s second largest economy. China is included on a
list of 11 countries being monitored at
a lower level than Vietnam, Switzerland, as well as Taiwan.
Also on the list with China are Japan,
South Korea, Germany, Ireland, Italy,
India, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand
and Mexico. Only Ireland and Mexico
were added to the list Friday.
None of the countries on either list has
U.S. economic sanctions against them
due to alleged currency manipulation.

Nations that have been alleged by
the U.S. to be participating in manipulation generally engage in selling their
own currency and buying U.S. dollars as a way of lowering the value of
their currency while boosting the value
of the dollar. A weaker currency can
make a country’s exports cheaper on
foreign markets while making imports
more expensive.
In the history of these twice-a-year
reports to Congress going back to
1988, Treasury has only branded three
countries as currency manipulators.
The Trump administration named China as a currency manipulator in 2019
during a standoff over tariffs. The
United States had also named China as
a currency manipulator from 1992 to
1994. Treasury also imposed that label
on Japan and Taiwan in the 1980s.
Being designated as a currency manipulator can mean the imposition of
U.S. economic sanctions if a period of
negotiations fails to resolve the issues
that the U.S. ﬁnds objectionable.
Private analysts supported the Biden administration’s withdrawal of Vietnam and
Switzerland as currency manipulators.
Eswar Prasad, an economics professor at Cornell University, said that
the new administration had decided
against using the report as an overtly
political tool that ensnared U.S. allies.
“This will help rebuild some of the
credibility of the report so it will serve
a useful purpose when it is truly needed in the future to highlight unfair currency management practices of other
countries,” Prasad said.

$1,400 stimulus checks helped
March retail sales soar 9.8 pct
Latest sign that US economy is improving
NEW YORK, April 18,
(AP): Newly vaccinated
and armed with $1,400
stimulus checks, Americans went on a spending
spree last month, buying
new clothes and going out
to eat again.
Retail sales surged a seasonally
adjusted 9.8% after dropping about
3% the month before, the Commerce Department said Thursday.
The rise in March was much better
than the 5.5% increase Wall Street
analysts had expected.
In this ﬁle photo, a salesperson helps a customer shopping for Bean Boots
at the L.L. Bean ﬂagship retail store in Freeport, Maine. (AP)

Recovery on the radar

Delta Air loses
$1.2 bln in Q1
NEW YORK, April 18, (AP): Delta Air
Lines lost $1.2 billion in the ﬁrst quarter, more than expected, but executives
said Thursday that the airline could be
proﬁtable by late summer if the budding
recovery in air travel continues.
CEO Ed Bastian said Thursday that
ticket sales have been stronger in the
last two weeks than at any time since the
pandemic hit the U.S. last year. So far
most of the people boarding planes are
vacationers booking trips to mountains,
beaches and resorts.
The increase in passengers, combined
with lower costs for labor and fuel,
helped Delta generate $4 million in cash
per day in March after burning cash for
the past year.
“It’s clear that our business is turning the corner and we’re moving into
an active recovery phase,” Bastian said
in an interview. “We see the business
continuing to improve as consumer conﬁdence grows.”
However, Delta forecast that secondquarter revenue will be down 50% to
55% compared with the same quarter in
2019, which analysts said fell short of
expectations.
The company’s shares, which have
more than doubled since last May, fell
3%.
Several airlines have reported that
bookings began to pick up in February
and gained speed in March. Delta’s
bookings doubled from January to
March, although 10% to 15% are using credits from previously canceled
ﬂights. U.S. leisure sales have recovered to 85% of pre-pandemic levels,
Delta said.
Airlines are adding ﬂights for the
summer vacation season in the expectation that passengers will show up.
American Airlines said Wednesday that
it expects to run about 90% of its U.S.
pre-pandemic schedule this summer.
The only threat Bastian sees to the recovery is a resurgence of the virus. Delta’s
view - that it sees “a path to proﬁtability in
the September quarter” - assumes that the
U.S. will reach so-called herd immunity
and slow the spread of COVID-19 by late
spring or early summer.
As bookings rise, Delta on May 1 will
stop blocking middle seats, a policy it
adopted in the early days of the pandemic to reassure nervous ﬂyers. This week,
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention published a study estimating
that leaving middle seats empty reduces
the risk of COVID-19 transmission by
up to 57%.

Thursday’s report, which covers about a third of overall consumer
spending, is the latest sign that the
economy is improving as vaccinations
accelerate, business restrictions are relaxed and more people are willing to
head out to shop or eat. Employers,
for example, added 916,000 jobs last
month, the most since August. And
U.S. consumer conﬁdence surged in
March to the highest level in a year.
A third round of stimulus checks
was sent out beginning in the middle
of March, with most adults receiving
$1,400. So far, about 159 million direct payments have been paid out to
households, totaling $376 billion, the
U.S. government said.
The New York Federal Reserve
Bank, which surveyed more than
1,000 people, said households planned
to spend about a quarter of their most
recent stimulus checks on goods. The
rest of the money would be used to pay
down debt or put aside for savings.
Teresa Golden of Renton, Washing-

ton, said she used the ﬁrst two stimulus checks to catch up on rent and bill
payments. With the most recent one,
she spent $500 on Levi’s jeans, Old
Navy clothing and shoes from Finish
Line. Another $500 went to restocking
her pantry with things that will last a
long time on the shelf, such as ketchup,
sugar, spices and Clorox wipes.
“I ﬁnally caught up on my bills and
could go on a bit of a spending spree,”
says Golden, who works in accounts
receivable at a school system.
Americans spent their cash on cars,
eating out and home renovations, according to the Commerce Department.
But sporting goods stores saw the biggest jump in sales, up 23.5% in March
from the month before. It was followed
by clothing stores, where sales soared
18.3%.
That’s welcome news for clothing
sellers, which lost sales last year after
having to temporarily shut their stores
at the start of the pandemic. Companies have said people are starting to socialize again and are using their stimulus checks for new outﬁts.
Levi Strauss said shoppers are buying up wide leg and loose ﬁtting jeans
as they emerge from a year stuck at
home. At Macy’s, there’s more demand for dresses as proms and weddings resume. And teen retailer American Eagle said sales are rising due to
“pent-up” demand for its fashions.
But not all retailers are beneﬁting:
Bed Bath & Beyond, the seller of
sheets and shower curtains, said this
week that most of its customers don’t
qualify for stimulus checks, and those
that do are spending them on food,
clothes and gadgets, stuff the company
doesn’t sell much of.

‘The bar has been raised’

A year after stocks soared, CEOs
must now show it was warranted
NEW YORK, April 18, (AP): It’s time
to show the receipts, CEOs.
For more than a year, investors have
been pushing up stock prices, even
though the pandemic caused proﬁts to
crater for companies. With COVID-19
vaccines going into arms and businesses reopening, investors want to see that
faith rewarded with some proof of fat
proﬁt growth, starting now.
Not only are expectations high for
this upcoming earnings season, which
got going Wednesday with reports
from JPMorgan Chase and other big
banks, they’re rising even more by the
day. When the ﬁrst quarter began, analysts were forecasting earnings growth
of less than 16% for S&P 500 companies. Now, those same analysts say the
tally should be closer to 25%.
If companies end up reporting better
numbers than analysts predicted - which
is what usually happens - this may be the
best reporting season for growth in more
than a decade, according to FactSet.
During the summer of 2010, S&P 500
companies reported 34% growth coming
out of the Great Recession.
“The bar has been raised, but not
by enough,” Deutsche Bank strategist
Binky Chadha said of expectations for
this earnings season.
Even the best proﬁt growth in a decade may not juice stock prices further,
though, because the S&P 500 has already soared more than 80% since hitting a bottom in March 2020.
Last quarter, for example, companies that reported higher sales and
earnings than expected actually lagged

In this ﬁle photo, several dozen mothballed Delta Air Lines jets are parked
on a closed runway at Kansas City International Airport in Kansas City,
Missouri. (AP)

the S&P 500 the following day, according to Savita Subramanian, equity
strategist at Bank of America.
This earnings season, many analysts
expect companies to again get little to
no boost for reporting stronger-thanexpected earnings, given how much
their stocks have already rallied on
those expectations.
That’s why it’s important to remember that a “blowout quarter doesn’t
mean blowout market,” Subramanian
said in a BofA Global Research report.
Analysts and investors are expecting
proﬁts to zoom even higher through
the summer, with growth forecast to
soar above 50% in the third quarter.
But several challenges lie ahead that
could threaten such lofty targets in
coming quarters and years.
Chief among them is the prospect
of inﬂation. As the global economy
recovers, prices are rising for oil and
many other commodities that companies use to make things. Production
problems caused by the pandemic are
also causing shortages of semiconductors and other products, ratcheting up
prices even higher.
Some companies will be able to pass
those higher costs on to their customers, by raising prices at the register.
The company behind Huggies diapers
and Kleenex tissues said recently that
it would raise list prices for most of its
North American consumer products,
for example. Kimberly-Clark said it
needed to raise prices by “mid-to-high
single digits” because of the higher
prices it was paying for commodities.
But any drop in sales that results
from the higher costs, or the inability
of companies to pass on higher prices,
would squeeze proﬁt margins for companies as the year progresses.
Higher inﬂation is something that
the Federal Reserve actually wants to
see, and it has said that it will allow
inﬂation to rise above its 2% target for
a while before it tries to tamp down rising prices across the economy.
In the longer term, companies could
also face proﬁt pressure from higher tax
rates as President Joe Biden pushes for
corporate America to help pay for his
plan to rejuvenate the nation’s infrastructure. If tax hikes pass, the impact on
businesses would likely be felt next year.
Strategists at Goldman Sachs say
they expect the focus of investors to
turn toward such proposals, and away
from the threat of inﬂation and higher
interest rates, “as the taxman cometh.”

